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Speakerphone with
Caller ID*, Call Waiting ID
ET -1103. Dual keypads-dial from handset or base.
Talk hands free at base or carry the handset with you.
Handset has jack to add a headset for hands -free talk-
ing. Intercom function allows two-way conversations
between base and handset. Caller ID stores up to 30
numbers. Call Waiting display alerts you to name and
number of caller. Store 20 numbers for speed -dialing.
Ultimate in privacy-calls are virtually impossible to ac-
cess from phones or scanners. Big 3 -line LCD display.
Ringer and volume controls on handset, ringer control
on base. Was $199.99 in '99 catalog.

43-1103 New Low Price! 169.99

121:71 Caller ID* and
Call Waiting ID memory
ET -1111. -line LCD display on handset lets you see
who is calling-even when you are on the line with
someone else. 50 -number memory on Caller ID. Add a
headset and talk hands free. 10 -number memory lets
you program frequently called numbers into your phone
for fast speed -dialing. Adjustable volume and ringer
control. Pager button beeps a missing headset for quick
locatine. Mount on wall to save countertop or desktop
space. i4\ 43-1111 149.99

900MHz Digital Spread Spectrum cordless phones are designed to sound great with maximum privacy

and security. Plus, some models have !mime features that make keeping in touch with your family and

friends easier than ever!

Types of 900MHz phones
900MHz Operation-the very best in cordless phone technology. Because they transmit in the
higher 900MHz range, all of these phones have superior range to that of 49MHz phones. They also
give you unparalleled sound quality. Great for home use and ideal for commercial environments
where security is a concern.

Analog phones are the least expensive. They transmit a continuous signal like a traditional FM
radio broadcast. Conversations can be monitored,

Digital phones convert the voice into digital form, and transmit the signal in the same way as a
modem. The base converts the digital stream back into 3T1 audio signal. Because of their digital
technology, these phones are more immune to other phone interference. Digital phones are secure,
meaning the voices are unrecognizable on a scanner.

Digital Spread Spectrum (SST) is the best technology on the market. They're nearly interference
proof and offer the longest range. Digital Spread Spectrum offers the utmost in cordless security-
frequencies are constantly changing across the entire 900MHz band, making your calls impossible to
monitor on scanners.

900MHz-clear advantage over traditional cordless
As you can see from the chart below, conventional cordless limits you to just a few rooms in your home. 900MHz
analog and digital phones give you better clarity and greater range. But the amazingly powerful, state-of-the-art
digital spread spectrum cordless lets you make your points clearer and carry your conversations a lot farther-like all
the way into your neighbor's home!

Standard Cordless

In the house
 Good range for the

average home

 Slightly less powerful
than 900MHz

900MHz Digital & Analog

Around the yard
 Inexpensive and reliable

 Clear, brilliant reception

 Digital phones unaffected
by scanning interference

 The best cordless technology
available today

 Greatest range and security

 Impossible to monitor by scanner

*Caller ID and Call Waiting ID products require Calling Number Delivery Service from your local phone company. May not be avJlable in all areas.


